We numerically demonstrate an ultrafast method to create single skyrmions in a collinear ferromagnetic sample by applying a picosecond (effective) magnetic field pulse in the presence of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. For small samples the applied magnetic field pulse could be either spatially uniform or nonuniform while for large samples a nonuniform and localized field is more effective. We examine the phase diagram of pulse width and amplitude for the nucleation. Our finding could ultimately be used to design future skyrmion-based devices.
Skyrmions, nanoscale swirling magnetic structures, are topological solitons that might be utilized as magnetic bits in the next generation of compact memory devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , thanks to their small size and intrinsic stability. It is believed that nanoscale static skyrmions with a definite chirality and a fixed topological number Q = ±1, [15] are stabilized in the presence of a chiral Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), so-called DMI stablized skyrmions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] while long-range dipole interactions stabilize bubble skyrmions [16] [17] [18] [19] with energetically degenerate chiralities and typically much larger diameters.
The possibility of a spontaneous skyrmion ground state in chiral magnets was first predicted by Rößler et al. [6] . The first observation of a skyrmion lattice, in the presence of a uniform magnetic field, was reported by Mühlbauer et al. in 2009 in the chiral magnet MnSi [20] . Since then, skyrmion lattices have been observed in various noncentrosymmetric materials and ultrathin helimagnets through different experimental techniques [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Recently, the generation of skyrmion lattices at room temperature was also demonstrated [26] [27] [28] . Moreover a skyrmion lattice was observed in a Si-wafer-based multilayer system [29] , making promises for future technology more realistic.
However, for applications, generation of isolated skyrmions is obviously more interesting than a lattice, as individual skyrmions can be used as bits of information [9, 30, 31] . In case of a single skyrmion, the creation methods are distinct from the ones for skyrmion lattices and so far, few have been demonstrated, either numerically or experimentally. It was numerically shown that charge currents, spin-polarized currents, local heating, and spin waves can create isolated skyrmions in chiral fer-FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic representation of the simulated system. We consider a nanodisc of radius R and thickness N atomic layers, with an underlying square lattice structure. Direction of the Gaussian magnetic field pulse is defined by the polar angle θ and azimuthal angle φ.
romagnetic systems [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . All numerical simulations so far have predicted skyrmion nucleation in nanoseconds, and e.g. in Ref. [32] a circulating current is essential whereas in Ref. [33] an unrealistic damping parameter larger than 0.1 is needed. Romming et al. observed the creation and annihilation of single skyrmions using a spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscope tip [39] , but to nucleate them an external magnetic field as well as very low temperature was needed. On the other hand, bubble skyrmions stabilized by dipole interactions were observed in a ferrimagnetic thin film of TbFeCo using ultrashort single optical laser pulses [19] , with a size of more than 100 nm. Creation of micron-sized synthetic skyrmions at room temperature has also been reported by current-induced spin-orbit torques (SOTs) [40] .
In this Rapid Communication, we propose an efficient method for the nucleation of a skyrmion at a subnanosecond time scale in a uniform ferromagnetic sample using picosecond Gaussian magnetic field pulses, see 1. Such fields can for example be created by applied laser pulses via the inverse Faraday effect [41, 42] . For a large enough magnetic field pulse and for certain angles, spin waves are excited in the system and destabilize the ground state by exerting a magnonic SOT on the localized spins. Subsequently, an isolated skyrmion is dynamically nucleated in a metastable state in the presence of DMI. Successful nucleation of a skyrmion is observed, regardless of the sample geometry and size, using either spatially uniform or localized magnetic field pulses.
We use a classical model of localized magnetic spins. The total free energy of the system is given by,
where F ex = −J i,j m i · m j is the exchange interaction between neighboring local magnetic moments m i = µ i /µ s , and J is the Heisenberg exchange constant. 
, with D the strength of DMI, r ij a unit vector pointing from site i to site j, andẑ is the inversion symmetry breaking direction.
2 is the anisotropy energy and K is the out-of-plane uniaxial anisotropy constant. The coupling of an applied external magnetic field pulse B p , and the local spins is described by the Zeeman interaction
Here we assume µ s = 2µ B , where µ B is the Bohr magneton.
We consider a thin film of magnetic atoms with open boundary conditions and a simple cubic lattice structure with lattice constant a, see Fig. 1 . Our simulations show that, within the considered geometries, the effect of dipole interaction on the skyrmion nucleation is negligible, thus we ignore that. We assume a DMI strength less than the critical value D < D c = 2 √ JK, thus the ground state is collinear [43] .
The spin dynamics is described by the LandauLifschitz-Gilbert equation [44] ,
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and α is the Gilbert damping parameter. We have utilized a time dependent magnetic field pulse defined by a Gaussian function,
)ê B applied in a direction e B . B 0 (r) and t w are the amplitude and the Gaussian width of the pulse [45] , respectively. B 0 (r) can be either uniform through the whole sample or localized with a Gaussian profile inside the domain. To calculate the topological number, Q, on a discrete lattice we use the Berg and Lüscher formalism [15, 46] .
We used an atomistic spin dynamics simulation method implemented in the juSpinX code [47] to study the temporal evolution of the magnetization. We also checked the results for larger samples, and investigated the effects of having a spatially localized and tilted magnetic field pulse by performing micromagnetic simulations using the simulation package MuMax3 [48] .
In our atomistic simulations we consider a nanodisc of 100a × 3a (diameter × thickness), and the time step is 1 fs. A typical simulation time is about 1 ns, which is long enough compared to a typical pulse width, t w , of the order of tens of ps. The magnetic field is spatially uniform and covers the entire sample. The used material parameters for atomistic spin dynamics are the exchange stiffness J = 5 meV/atom and dimensionless parameters K/J = 0.1, D/J=0.16 and α = 0.05. In micromagnetic simulations we assumed a nanodisc of 500nm × 1nm with a grid size of 2nm×2nm×1nm, with material parameters for CoPt and FeGe thin films, see Supplemental Material [15] . Figure 2 shows snapshot images of the temporal evolution of the magnetization in the nanodisc sample. The magnetic field pulse is applied at normal direction with an amplitude B 0 = 3.5 T and a pulse width t w = 20 ps. We found similar dynamics in a rectangular geometry in the atomistic simulation. Also the micromagnetic simulations for large nanodisc sizes and applying tilted magnetic fields show similar temporal evaluation, see Supplemental Material [15] .
When the peak of the incident pulse arrives at t = 0, the sample becomes destabilized due to the excitation of spin waves and the subsequent magnonic SOT exerted on the local spins [49] . While all localized spins are collinear within the sample, at the edges the combination of DMI and finite size effects causes a tilting of the spin directions. Applying a uniform and perpendicular magnetic field pulse then excites spin waves at the edges. For the nucleation of a skyrmion, the amplitude of the pulse must be large enough to destabilize the uniform ferromagnetic state. The pulse amplitude turns completely off at about 40 ps. As the final outcome, a chiral vortexlike skyrmion in the center becomes stabilized and the topological charge of the systems becomes Q ∼ +1 [50] . The time to nucleate a skyrmion in this way is of the order of 200 ps and is much faster than in other proposed methods using currents and current pulses [33, 35] . The formation of a domain with four fold symmetry in the center of the sample during the nucleation process, Figs. 2 (c)-(h) , originates from the symmetry of the underlying lattice structure in the atomistic simulation, i.e. the square lattice, see also movie S1 in the Supplemental Material [15] . In the micromagnetic simulations for different material parameters also a four-fold symmetry appears, see movie S2 in the Supplemental Material [15], but this is just an artifact of the finite difference discretization method.
The total energy of the system E tot , is the sum of the exchange energy E ex , the DMI energy E DMI , the anisotropy energy E ani , and the Zeeman energy E Z , Eq.
(1). Figures 3 (a and b) show the temporal evolution of each energy contribution resulting from the Gaussian magnetic field pulse B p . The separation into two figures is necessary due to the huge difference in energy scales between the exchange energy and the rest. Compared to the initial ferromagnetic state, the newly formed skyrmionic state is a metastable state [1] with slightly higher total energy, but the DMI energy becomes lower. The chang- ing energies due to B p are accompanied by a changing Q and, when all energies are stabilized at about 40 ps, Q has eventually stabilized to one, Fig. 3(c) .
In Fig. 4 the phase diagrams of the nucleation of a skyrmion for both atomistic and micromagnetic simulations are shown. With the parameters chosen for the atomistic simulations the feasible area of skyrmion nucleation by applying a uniform and perpendicular mag- • to a CoPt disk of 500 nm. See also movies in the Supplemental Material [15] netic field is given by a pulse strength from 3.3 T to 4.3 T and a pulse width from 10 ps to 30 ps for the circular shaped system, Fig. 4 a. This phase diagram is material parameter dependent and for optimized material parameters one can reduce the filed amplitude to just few hundreds of mT [15] . To uncover whether this effect is only an edge effect, we did micromagnetic simulations for larger sample sizes in the presence of a localized and tilted applied magnetic field, with a temporal and spatial Gaussian profile. Skyrmion nucleation is even observed in larger samples by applying a spatially localized magnetic field pulse either far from or close to the sample edges. Because the ground state is collinear, to excite high enough spin wave amplitudes one needs to apply a tilted magnetic field pulse in such large systems. In Fig. 4b the phase diagram of skyrmion nucleation for a CoPt nanodisc of 500 nm is plotted. The applied magnetic field is tilted 45
• , and localized at the center of the nanodisc with a spatial Gaussian width of 100 nm. We checked the skyrmion nucleation for two different material parameters, CoPt and FeGe, thin films with larger sizes, see Supplemental Material [15] . FeGe has bulk DMI while CoPt has interfacial DMI and consequently these two different symmetries lead to two different skyrmion structures, namely hedgehog (Néel type) skyrmions and chiral vortex-like (Bloch type) skyrmions, respectively. In both samples we found two nucleation regimes depending on the magnetic field duration. Short pulses create single skyrmions, indicated as regime I in Fig. 4b , while longer pulses generate multiple skyrmions, indicated as regime II. Between these two regimes there is a gap in the phase space at which we could not find any stable skyrmion nucleation. In larger systems, more stable skyrmions might be generated by longer magnetic field pulses. In small systems, while in the transient time regime, several skyrmion cores are created but because their distances are short, they repel each other and at the end, only one skyrmion is stabilized at the disk center.
These numerical results can be understood by the following minimal model. To overcome the barrier between a stable uniform ferromagnetic phase and a metastable skyrmionic phase, the ground state must be destabilized [33, 51] . This is achieved by the creation of spin waves via the magnetic field pulse. Recently, it was shown that spin waves exert a torque on a uniform ferromagnet in the presence of DMI [49] . Considering a uniform ferromagnetic state in which the DMI is smaller than a certain threshold, the magnonic SOT is given by [49, 52] ,
where j m = (aγJ/µ s )m × ∇m is the spin-wave current, and τ and τ ⊥ are phenomenological constants related to the DMI strength. We consider spin waves with frequency Ω and wavevector k, as a deviation from a collinear state m =ẑ + δme iΩt+ik·r . The spin-wave energy reads,
(4) Finding the magnetic field in which the imaginary part of the dispersion relation becomes zero, Im[Ω] = 0, and minimizing it with respect to the wavevector, we find a nonzero wavevector proportional to DMI strength, k
, that gives rise to a structural instability. In the absence of DMI the wavevector remains zero k = 0, which is equivalent to the initial uniform state. Finally the critical field to create such instability in the presence of DMI is given by,
Equation (5) gives the critical magnetic field required to generate spin waves with a finite wavevector. This minimum magnetic field does not create a uniform mode k = 0, as for ordinary spin-wave excitations, but rather a spin wave with finite wavevector (k x = k y = 0) is excited by the magnetic field pulse. By applying a magnetic field B p > B c p , the initial uniform ground state, k = 0, is destabilized, and transferred to the metastable skyrmion state k x = k y = 0.
The skyrmionic state in our simulations could not be stabilized in the absence of DMI. This process occurs for a certain range of material parameters [53] , e.g., the range of DMI, when K/J ∼ 0.1, should be about 0.13 ≤ D/J ≤ 0.18 in the atomistic trilayer circular sample. As the skyrmion diameter is proportional to (D/J) −1 , the skyrmion size is also limited. This range of DMI strength is experimentally accessible [14, 54, 55] . Moreover, the damping value α is also important to create a skyrmion. We used here α = 0.05, for both atomistic and micromagnetic simulations, which is a realistic value. For much higher damping than 0.05, the nucleation of a skyrmion cannot be stabilized due to the lack of sufficient spin wave propagation. This is in contrast with the current-induced single skyrmion case in which larger damping α > 0.1, is needed [33] . Finally, within the parameters chosen in the case of a uniform magnetic field normal to the sample, the typical range of the amplitude of a pulse is 3 T to 4 T, with about 20 ps pulse width to nucleate an isolated skyrmion in the center of the nanodisc. On the other hand, in the case of applying a localized and tilted magnetic field, the threshold field amplitude is reduced to 0.5 T while the temporal field duration can be much longer. In general a large enough external perturbation is needed to trigger the instability of the uniform initial state.
In summary, we showed that in the presence of either bulk or interfacial DMI and in a specific range of realistic material parameters, skyrmions can be generated by means of a magnetic field pulse of subnanosecond duration. Both spatially uniform and nonuniform localized pulses can create skyrmions in small and large samples. To achieve such magnetic field amplitudes and durations one can use the inverse Faraday effect arising from a circularly polarized laser pulse [41, 42] , while fields of around a Tesla with pulse duration of 100 ps can be found in present day write heads [56] . This method is faster than other methods which have been proposed yet and might be even used for skyrmion nucleation in ferromagnetic insulators as well as conducting ferromagnets. Our results may boost the building of a next-generation of magnetic devices utilizing the skyrmion state. Recently, it was shown that by using the interlayer exchange coupling, skyrmions can be stabilized in a wider range of parameters [57] . Thus we expect generation of skyrmions by using magnetic field pulse might be applicable to a large class of materials. 
Skyrmion nucleation phase diagram of CoPt bilayers
In Fig. 4b of the main text we represented the phase diagram of skyrmion generation in a CoPt nanodisc of 500 nm by applying a non-uniform and localized magnetic field with θ = 45
• . Here we present the phase diagram of a nanodisc of CoPt of 100 nm in diameter by applying a uniform and perpendicular (θ = 0
• ) magnetic filed pulse with a temporal Gaussian profile. Fig. S2 shows the phase diagram and the final skyrmion profile. CoPt has an interfacial DMI and the generated skyrmion has a hedgehog (Néel) profile. For the micromagnetic simulations we used the following parameters [7, 8] : 
